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Executive Summary of Discovery
1. Summarize what you learned from the home visit and interviews with supporters by answering the following:
                  > What is important to and for the person:
                  > Talents, skills, interests:
                  > Elements that seem to contribute to success:
                  > Employer or networking opportunities generated by these visits:
                  > Other information: 
2. Complete each section
Familiar experience
Unfamiliar activity
Direct employment experience 1
Direct employment experience 2
Direct employment experience 3
Sixth experience
Additional experience
Additional experience
Additional experience
3. Critical considerations (Basic life and support needs that are factors in creating a positive job match) 
4. Career themes
Skill/talent
Task list
Task list
Task where you observed the skill
Did the person enjoy the task?
Level of support
 Prospecting list    
Prospecting list
Prospecting list
1.
14.
2.
15.
3.
16.
4.
17.
5.
18.
6.
19.
7.
20.
8.
21.
9.
22.
10.
23.
11.
24.
12.
25.
13.
26.
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Did the person enjoy the task?
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Task list
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Task where you observed the skill
Did the person enjoy the task?
Level of support
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5. List and describe the conclusions of discovery
6. Next steps
Step
Person responsible
MM/YY-MM/YY
Everything below this line is done with the service
coordinator or personal agent and the person 
Agreement with plan
I 
with my completed profile.
My provider and personal agent or service coordinator have discussed my completed profile with me, what it means and what the next steps are. I also have been given a copy of my completed profile. 
Personal agent or service coordinator
This profile is
As the personal agent or service coordinator, my next steps are:
Discovery Agenda
Purpose of discovery:
Oregon believes that with the right supports everyone can work. Discovery helps people find out what they shine at. Discovery must never be used to screen people out of competitive, integrated employment.
How to create the discovery agenda
The agenda ensures that the person and the team collaborate and agree on the activities that will comprise discovery. Activities must never focus on things that are known to or have a high probability of frustrating the person. For example, an experience that would require a great deal of walking and good balance would not be appropriate for a person who had difficulty with balance and/or walking. 
What is learned in Phase I is the basis for the agenda. For this reason, the agenda is not done until after the completion of Phase I.
Because what is learned in Phase I is the basis for Phase III and IV, the employment professional must send the agenda to the SC/PA before Phase III starts, no later than 30 days after the person starts discovery. The person and the team must approve the agenda before Phase III begins. 
If experiences in Phase III yield information that suggest that the agenda should be changed, the employment professional must send the recommended changes to the SC/PA for the approval of the person and the team. In the agenda, use the last column to document the basis for change.
In the “Deliverables/steps” column, provide as much detail as possible. For example, for community employment-related experiences, if the employment professional has not yet identified the specific employer, describe the type of business, industry and/or field where the experience will occur. 
To avoid a lapse in service, it is best if a referral is made to VR while the person is participating in Discovery. 
If someone other than the employment professional providing discovery is responsible for a deliverable or activity, include that person’s name in the description column.  
Purpose of discovery:Oregon believes that with the right supports everyone can work. Discovery helps people find out what they shine at. Discovery must never be used to screen people out of competitive, integrated employment.How to create the discovery agendaThe agenda ensures that the person and the team collaborate and agree on the activities that will comprise discovery. Activities must never focus on things that are known to or have a high probability of frustrating the person. For example, an experience that would require a great deal of walking and good balance would not be appropriate for a person who had difficulty with balance and/or walking. What is learned in Phase I is the basis for the agenda. For this reason, the agenda is not done until after the completion of Phase I.Because what is learned in Phase I is the basis for Phase III and IV, the employment professional must send the agenda to the SC/PA before Phase III starts, no later than 30 days after the person starts discovery. The person and the team must approve the agenda before Phase III begins. If experiences in Phase III yield information that suggest that the agenda should be changed, the employment professional must send the recommended changes to the SC/PA for the approval of the person and the team. In the “Deliverables/steps” column, provide as much detail as possible. For example, for community employment-related experiences, if the employment professional has not yet identified the specific employer, describe the type of business, industry and/or field where the experience will occur. To avoid a lapse in service, it is best if a referral is made to VR while the person is participating in Discovery. If someone other than the employment professional providing discovery is responsible for a deliverable or activity, include that person’s name in the description column.  
Agenda
Deliverables/steps
Start date – end date
Description of the deliverable/step
Description of the deliverable/step
Justification for activities based on what you learned in Phase I and II
Phase I: Getting to know the person      
This phase should be completed 2 to 4 weeks from the start of Discovery 
Phase I: Getting to knowthe person
Phase I: Getting to knowthe person
1. Learn about the person from spending time together at the person’s home and neighborhood. Observe the person’s routines. Develop additional milestones based on what you learned. 
1. Learn about the person from spending time together at the person’s home and neighborhood. Observe the person’s routines. Develop additional milestones based on what you learned. 
2. Interview the person’s supporters. Discover and document community connections. Discuss and 
learn about the person’s 
financial goals.
2. Interview the person’s supporters. Discover and document community connections. Discuss and learn about the person’s financial goals.
2. Interview the person’s supporters. Discover and document community connections. Discuss and learn about the person’s financial goals.
End of Phase I: Submit the plan
to the PA/SC and/or the team
for approval.
End of Phase I: Submit the planto the PA/SC and/or the teamfor approval.
End of Phase I: Submit the planto the PA/SC and/or the teamfor approval.
Phase II: Official employment-related information
This phase should occur 31-40 days from the start of discovery     
Phase II: Based on discussions with the person, collect any vital information and document his/her employment history and employment references.
Phase II: Based on discussions with the person, collect any vital information and document his/her employment history and employment references.
Deliverables/steps
Start date – end date
Description of the deliverable/step
Justification for activities based on what you learned in Phase I and II
Based on discussions withthe person, collect any vital information and document his/her employment history and employment references.  
Based on discussions withthe person, collect any vital information and document his/her employment history and employment references. 
Based on discussions withthe person, collect any vital information and document his/her employment history and employment references. 
Phase III: Employment-related experiences
The person participates in at least six community employment-related experiences. This phase should occur 41-65 days from the start of Discovery.
Do not start this phase until the plan has been approved by the SC/PA and the team.
Deliverables/steps
Start date – end date
Description of the deliverable/step
Justification for activities based on what you learned in Phase I and II
1. First community employment-related experience
1. First community employment-related experience. Enter start and end date here.
1. First community employment-related experience. Enter start and end date here.
2. Second community employment-related experience
2. Second community employment-related experience
2. Second community employment-related experience
3. Third community employment-related experience
3. Third community employment-related experience
3. Third community employment-related experience
4. Fourth community employment-related experience
4. Fourth community employment-related experience
4. Fourth community employment-related experience
5. Fifth community employment-related experience
5. Fifth community employment-related experience
5. Fifth community employment-related experience
6. Sixth community employment- related experience
6. Sixth community employment- related experience
6. Sixth community employment- related experience
Additional community employment-related experience 
Additional community employment-related experience 
Additional community employment-related experience 
Phase IV: Career themes, task list and prospecting list
Finalized after all community employment-related experiences are completed
Deliverables/steps
Start date – end date
Description of the deliverable/step
Justification for activities based on what you learned in Phase I and II
Develop career themes, task list and prospecting list.
Phase IV: Develop career themes, task list and prospecting list.
Phase IV: Develop career themes, task list and prospecting list.
Finalization: Discussion and adjustments as needed
This phase should take place three months from the date Discovery began.
Deliverables/steps
Start date – end date
Description of the deliverable/step
Justification for activities based on what you learned in Phase I and II
Discussion, possible changes/adjustments based on team feedback. The person and
the ISP team review profile and give feedback. Based on feedback/discussion, employment professional makes any needed changes, re-submits to team. If not already done, person is referred to VR.
Discussion, possible changes/adjustments based on team feedback. The person andthe ISP team review profile and give feedback. Based on feedback/discussion, employment professional makes any needed changes, re-submits to team. If not already done, person is referred to VR. 
Discussion, possible changes/adjustments based on team feedback. The person andthe ISP team review profile and give feedback. Based on feedback/discussion, employment professional makes any needed changes, re-submits to team. If not already done, person is referred to VR. 
Qualifications
Describe the qualifications of the person delivering the service.
Describe the qualifications of the person delivering the service.
Describe the qualifications of the person delivering the service.
Name of training and training provider
Name of training and training provider
Name of training and training provider
Training dates
Training dates
Training dates
Will this person provide VR-funded job development for this job seeker?  
Will this person provide VR-funded job development for this job seeker?  
Will this person provide VR-funded job development for this job seeker?  
Has the proposed job developer attended VR’s Job Developer Orientation Training (JDOT)?         
Has the proposed job developer attended VR’s Job Developer Orientation Training (JDOT)?	
Has the proposed job developer attended VR’s Job Developer Orientation Training (JDOT)?	
Everything below this line is done with the service
coordinator or personal agent and the person 
Everything below this line is done with the servicecoordinator or personal agent and the person 
Everything below this line is done with the servicecoordinator or personal agent and the person 
Agreement with plan
Agreement with plan
Agreement with plan
I 
with my discovery plan.
My employment professional and my personal agent or service coordinator have discussed this plan, its meaning and next steps with me. I have also received a copy of this plan. 
My employment professional and my personal agent or service coordinator have discussed this plan, its meaning and next steps with me. I have also received a copy of this plan. 
My employment professional and my personal agent or service coordinator have discussed this plan, its meaning and next steps with me. I have also received a copy of this plan. 
Personal agent or service coordinator
Personal agent or service coordinator
Personal agent or service coordinator
This plan is
Instructions:
Discovery Profile
Table of contents
Contact information
Phase I: Getting to know you
Phase I: Getting to know you
Phase I: Getting to know you
Phase I components: 
         > Observations from spending time with the person at home
         > Education
         > Transportation/overview of travel
         > Interviews with supporters
         > Community connections
         > Financial planning and goals
         > Considerations for success
         > A brief overview of the person 
 
Phase I Evaluation standards: 
 
> Must yield information unique to the job seeker, including direct quotes from the job seeker, family and friends. For example, the profile must document and describe unexpected information learned about the person, his or her current life, activities, interests, relationships and community engagement. It also must describe the skills he or she uses in daily life rather than just employment-related information.
 
> The profile reflects an understanding of the key people in the person's life and their role, if any, supporting the person's success in competitive integrated employment.
 
> The profile documents open-ended conversations that occur in a natural manner as well as descriptions of what is important to/for the person and how the person communicates, performs tasks and learns. For instance, the person has an unsteady hand but enjoys playing video games. Describe how the person plays the games. Is the equipment adapted? Does the person position his or her hands in a unique way? Is one hand more active than the other? Are some games easier to play than others?
 
> Is the profile written so the reader feels like he or she were there, knows the person and what and who are important to him or her?
 
> Information gathered in this section is the foundation for community employment-related experiences.
 
> Profile demonstrates an understanding of how the person uses transportation as well as his or her transportation options for employment.
 
> Discussion with person and supporters results in thoughtful completion of the “Considerationsfor Success.” This information must inform the Community Employment-Related Experiencesin phase III.
 
> This section must document the person's financial goals as well as any assistance needed to help the person and/or their family feel comfortable about the effects of working on earnings as well as Social Security and Medicaid. Potential resources include Benefits to Work Counseling, the ABLE Act, etc. 
Phase I components:• Observations from spending time with the person at home• Education• Transportation/overview of travel• Interviews with supporters• Community connections	• Financial planning and goals	• Considerations for success• A brief overview of the person  Phase I Evaluation standards:• Must yield information unique to the job seeker, including direct quotes from the job seeker, family and friends. For example, the profile must document and describe unexpected information learned about the person, his or her current life, activities, interests, relationships and community engagement. It also must describe the skills he or she uses in daily life rather than just employment-related information.• The profile reflects an understanding of the key people in the person's life and their role, if any, supporting the person's success in competitive integrated employment.• The profile documents open-ended conversations that occur in a natural manner as well as descriptions of what is important to/for the person and how the person communicates, performs tasks and learns. For instance, the person has an unsteady hand but enjoys playing video games. Describe how the person plays the games. Is the equipment adapted? Does the person position his or her hands in a unique way? Is one hand more active than the other? Are some games easier to play than others?• Is the profile written so the reader feels like he or she were there, knows the person and what and who are important to him or her?• Information gathered in this section is the foundation for community employment-related experiences.• Profile demonstrates an understanding of how the person uses transportation as well as his or her transportation options for employment.• Discussion with person and supporters results in thoughtful completion of the “Considerationsfor Success.” This information must inform the Community Employment-Related Experiencesin phase III.• This section must document the person's financial goals as well as any assistance needed to help the person and/or their family feel comfortable about the effects of working on earnings as well as Social Security and Medicaid. Potential resources include Benefits to Work Counseling, the ABLE Act, etc. 
Phase I components:• Observations from spending time with the person at home• Education• Transportation/overview of travel• Interviews with supporters• Community connections	• Financial planning and goals	• Considerations for success• A brief overview of the person  Phase I Evaluation standards:• Must yield information unique to the job seeker, including direct quotes from the job seeker, family and friends. For example, the profile must document and describe unexpected information learned about the person, his or her current life, activities, interests, relationships and community engagement. It also must describe the skills he or she uses in daily life rather than just employment-related information.• The profile reflects an understanding of the key people in the person's life and their role, if any, supporting the person's success in competitive integrated employment.• The profile documents open-ended conversations that occur in a natural manner as well as descriptions of what is important to/for the person and how the person communicates, performs tasks and learns. For instance, the person has an unsteady hand but enjoys playing video games. Describe how the person plays the games. Is the equipment adapted? Does the person position his or her hands in a unique way? Is one hand more active than the other? Are some games easier to play than others?• Is the profile written so the reader feels like he or she were there, knows the person and what and who are important to him or her?• Information gathered in this section is the foundation for community employment-related experiences.• Profile demonstrates an understanding of how the person uses transportation as well as his or her transportation options for employment.• Discussion with person and supporters results in thoughtful completion of the “Considerationsfor Success.” This information must inform the Community Employment-Related Experiencesin phase III.• This section must document the person's financial goals as well as any assistance needed to help the person and/or their family feel comfortable about the effects of working on earnings as well as Social Security and Medicaid. Potential resources include Benefits to Work Counseling, the ABLE Act, etc. 
Observation from spending time with the person at home
Observation from spending time with the person at home
Observation from spending time with the person at home
The employment professional meets with the job seeker for two to four hours. This visit should be at the person’s home, unless he or she requests otherwise. Attendees should include family, friends and others the person invites. 
The meeting’s purpose is to learn:
         > What is important to the employment seeker
         > Financial requirements
         > Government benefits
         > Benefits planning 
         > Interests
         > Daily routines, chores and activities the employment seeker participates in
         > The skills used by the employment seeker
         > The community places the employment seeker visits, and 
         > Transportation options. 
A conversation takes place to learn what is important to the employment seeker and to learn new information about the person, without evaluating or judging. If given permission and appropriate, the employment professional should ask the person for a tour of his or her bedroom and other personal spaces. Use this time to have a discussion with the person about the spaces, possessions and interests apparent in each room. 
 
The employment professional meets with the job seeker for two to four hours. This visit should be at the person’s home, unless he or she requests otherwise. Attendees should include family, friends and others the person invites. The meeting’s purpose is to learn:	• What is important to the employment seeker• Financial requirements• Government benefits• Benefits planning• Interests• Daily routines, chores and activities the employment seeker participates in• The skills used by the employment seeker• The community places the employment seeker visits, and• Transportation options. A conversation takes place to learn what is important to the employment seeker and to learn new information about the person, without evaluating or judging. If given permission and appropriate, the employment professional should ask the person for a tour of his or her bedroom and other personal spaces. Use this time to have a discussion with the person about the spaces, possessions and interests apparent in each room. 
The employment professional meets with the job seeker for two to four hours. This visit should be at the person’s home, unless he or she requests otherwise. Attendees should include family, friends and others the person invites. The meeting’s purpose is to learn:	• What is important to the employment seeker• Financial requirements• Government benefits• Benefits planning• Interests• Daily routines, chores and activities the employment seeker participates in• The skills used by the employment seeker• The community places the employment seeker visits, and• Transportation options. A conversation takes place to learn what is important to the employment seeker and to learn new information about the person, without evaluating or judging. If given permission and appropriate, the employment professional should ask the person for a tour of his or her bedroom and other personal spaces. Use this time to have a discussion with the person about the spaces, possessions and interests apparent in each room. 
Please note: If the person does not want to meet at his or her home, the provider must document the reason(s) for that in this section. In this instance, the person must have at least one additional work experience.
Please note: If the person does not want to meet at his or her home, the provider must document the reason(s) for that in this section. In this instance, the person must have at least one additional work experience.
Please note: If the person does not want to meet at his or her home, the provider must document the reason(s) for that in this section. In this instance, the person must have at least one additional work experience.
The person's residence:
The person's residence:
The person's residence:
Interviews with supporters
Interviews with people who live with the person.
If the person does not want their name listed, use an alias. Never interview someone the person does not want interviewed.
It is recommended to ask about the person’s occupation and name of employer. 
The person's residence:For each person the person lives with, write a brief paragraph that, at minimum, includesthe following:• Note the name, age, occupation and name of employer.• What is his or her relationship to the person? If not a family member, include how long they have known each other.• Could the person help connect the job seeker to potential opportunities through his or her network? If so, include as much information as possible about the networking opportunity.• How did the person seem to feel about the job seeker's employment goals?• Describe any employment-related information this person offered. Did the job seeker seem to agree? If he or she disagreed, be specific about why.
The person's residence:For each person the person lives with, write a brief paragraph that, at minimum, includesthe following:• Note the name, age, occupation and name of employer.• What is his or her relationship to the person? If not a family member, include how long they have known each other.• Could the person help connect the job seeker to potential opportunities through his or her network? If so, include as much information as possible about the networking opportunity.• How did the person seem to feel about the job seeker's employment goals?• Describe any employment-related information this person offered. Did the job seeker seem to agree? If he or she disagreed, be specific about why.
Name:
What did you learn?
Interviews with people who do not live with the person
Interviews with supporters
Interviews with supporters
Conduct interviews with at least three people who are important to the person. The person must choose these people. Interviews focus on family, friends and others the person selects. It should be rare when staff comprise the majority of the interviewees. This section may not include people the person lives with.
Conduct interviews with at least three people who are important to the person. The person must choose these people. Interviews focus on family, friends and others the person selects. It should be rare when staff comprise the majority of the interviewees. Interviews are critical when the person has challenges in expressing his/her preferences, hopes, dreams, etc. In some situations; e.g., if a person is very assertive and/or independent, interviews may not be essential. However, keep in mind, that even when a person is assertive and/or independent, interviews still provide valuable insight and perspectives. Except in rare circumstances that must be documented in progress notes, interviews must be conducted in person.You may ask questions in addition to those below. Simply note the question (s) and the answer (s) in the additional questions section. 
Conduct interviews with at least three people who are important to the person. The person must choose these people. Interviews focus on family, friends and others the person selects. It should be rare when staff comprise the majority of the interviewees. Interviews are critical when the person has challenges in expressing his/her preferences, hopes, dreams, etc. In some situations; e.g., if a person is very assertive and/or independent, interviews may not be essential. However, keep in mind, that even when a person is assertive and/or independent, interviews still provide valuable insight and perspectives. Except in rare circumstances that must be documented in progress notes, interviews must be conducted in person.You may ask questions in addition to those below. Simply note the question (s) and the answer (s) in the additional questions section. 
Interviews are critical when the person has challenges in expressing his or her preferences, hopes, dreams, etc. In some situations; e.g., if a person is very assertive or independent, interviews may not be essential. However, keep in mind that even when a person is assertive or independent, interviews still provide valuable insight and perspectives. Except in rare circumstances that must be documented in progress notes, interviews must be conducted in person.
Conduct interviews with at least three people who are important to the person. The person must choose these people. Interviews focus on family, friends and others the person selects. It should be rare when staff comprise the majority of the interviewees. Interviews are critical when the person has challenges in expressing his/her preferences, hopes, dreams, etc. In some situations; e.g., if a person is very assertive and/or independent, interviews may not be essential. However, keep in mind, that even when a person is assertive and/or independent, interviews still provide valuable insight and perspectives. Except in rare circumstances that must be documented in progress notes, interviews must be conducted in person.You may ask questions in addition to those below. Simply note the question (s) and the answer (s) in the additional questions section. 
Conduct interviews with at least three people who are important to the person. The person must choose these people. Interviews focus on family, friends and others the person selects. It should be rare when staff comprise the majority of the interviewees. Interviews are critical when the person has challenges in expressing his/her preferences, hopes, dreams, etc. In some situations; e.g., if a person is very assertive and/or independent, interviews may not be essential. However, keep in mind, that even when a person is assertive and/or independent, interviews still provide valuable insight and perspectives. Except in rare circumstances that must be documented in progress notes, interviews must be conducted in person.You may ask questions in addition to those below. Simply note the question (s) and the answer (s) in the additional questions section. 
Name:
What did you learn?
Community connections
This section is for documenting potential connectors to employment opportunities –– tours, job shadowing, etc. The grid by each number is for you to use as you work in the field. Below each section, write a brief description of leads that you are either using in discovery or could be used in job development. 
Community connectionsThis section is for generating potential connectors to employment opportunities –– tours, job shadowing, etc. The grid by each number is for you to use as you work in the field. Below each section, write a brief description of leads that you are either using in discovery or could be used in job development. 
Community connectionsThis section is for generating potential connectors to employment opportunities –– tours, job shadowing, etc. The grid by each number is for you to use as you work in the field. Below each section, write a brief description of leads that you are either using in discovery or could be used in job development. 
1. Family
1. Family
1. Family
Person
Person
Person
Potential connection
Potential connection
Potential connection
Next steps
Next steps
Next steps
Due date
Due date
Due date
2. Friends, neighbors, coworkers
2. Friends, neighbors, coworkers
2. Friends, neighbors, coworkers
Person
Potential connection
Next steps
Due date
3. Staff (if applicable)
3. Staff (if applicable)
3. Staff (if applicable)
Person
Potential connection
Next steps
Due date
4. Businesses or other community places the person frequents
4. Businesses or other community places the person frequents
4. Businesses or other community places the person frequents
Person
Potential connection
Next steps
Due date
5. Clubs, organizations (such as school, church)
5. Clubs, organizations (such as school, church)
5. Clubs, organizations (such as school, church)
Person
Potential connection
Next steps
Due date
Neighborhood assets and characteristics
The neighborhood and area visits may be completed before the home visit, in conjunction with, or after the home visit. Area and neighborhood visits will customarily take between two and four hours. The answers must be grounded in observation as well as discussion with the person.  
Neighborhood assets and characteristics:
Neighborhood assets and characteristics:
Transportation and observation of travel
Transportation and observation of travel
Transportation and observation of travel
2. Crossing the street independently:
2. Crossing the street independently:
2. Crossing the street independently:
For example, does the person require full or partial assistance, or is he or she independent with this skill? Describe person's skill and support needs so an employment professional not familiar with them could understand how to best support the person. 
For example, does the person require full or partial assistance, or is he or she independent with this skill? Describe person's skill and support needs so an employment professional not familiar with them could understand how to best support the person. 
For example, does the person require full or partial assistance, or is he or she independent with this skill? Describe person's skill and support needs so an employment professional not familiar with them could understand how to best support the person. 
3. Travel skills and support needs (e.g., rides the bus independently, knows the bus schedule, needs training on bus routes):
3. Travel skills and support needs (e.g., rides the bus independently, knows the bus schedule, needs training on bus routes):
3. Travel skills and support needs (e.g., rides the bus independently, knows the bus schedule, needs training on bus routes):
For each skill or support need, describe the person's skill and support needs so an employment professional not familiar with them could support the person.
For each skill or support need, describe the person's skill and support needs so an employment professional not familiar with them could support the person.
For each skill or support need, describe the person's skill and support needs so an employment professional not familiar with them could support the person.
4. Interactions with the public and how to support the person (e.g., initiates conversations; asks for help when needed –– e.g., asks for directions).
4. Interactions with the public and how to support the person (e.g., initiates conversations; asks for help when needed –– e.g., asks for directions).
4. Interactions with the public and how to support the person (e.g., initiates conversations; asks for help when needed –– e.g., asks for directions).
For each skill or support need, describe the person’s skill and support needs so an employment professional not familiar with them could best support the person.
For each skill or support need, describe the person’s skill and support needs so an employment professional not familiar with them could best support the person.
For each skill or support need, describe the person’s skill and support needs so an employment professional not familiar with them could best support the person.
Considerations for success
Document the observations and/or conversations that resulted in the selection. You must provide evidence to support each selection.  
Considerations for successDocument the observations and/or conversations that resulted in the selection. You must provide evidence to support each selection.  
Considerations for successDocument the observations and/or conversations that resulted in the selection. You must provide evidence to support each selection.  
Communication style preference:
Communication style preference:
Communication style preference:
I like to work:
I like to work:
I like to work:
I like work to begin:
I like work to begin:
I like work to begin:
I am willing to work:
I am willing to work:
I am willing to work:
I like to work where it is:
I like to work where it is:
I like to work where it is:
When I am working, I like to:
When I am working, I like to:
When I am working, I like to:
I like to work:
I like to work:
I like to work:
Are there any discrepancies between what the person wants and what the people important to him or her want? If so, identify and describe those discrepancies as well as possible solutions. This may include such things as employment goals, safety concerns or preferred work location.
Are there any discrepancies between what the person wants and what the people important to him or her want? If so, identify and describe those discrepancies as well as possible solutions. This may include such things as employment goals, safety concerns or preferred work location.
Are there any discrepancies between what the person wants and what the people important to him or her want? If so, identify and describe those discrepancies as well as possible solutions. This may include such things as employment goals, safety concerns or preferred work location.
Discrepancies and with whom
Discrepancies and with whom
Discrepancies and with whom
What's been tried
What's been tried
What's been tried
Potential solution
Potential solution
Potential solution
Financial planning and goals
Financial planning and goals
Financial planning and goals
1. What financial goals does the person have (e.g., owning a home, owning a car, going on vacation, saving for retirement)?
1. What financial goals does the person have (e.g., owning a home, owning a car, going on vacation, saving for retirement)?
1. What financial goals does the person have (e.g., owning a home, owning a car, going on vacation, saving for retirement)?
Goal
Goal
Goal
Status (in progress, in next two years, etc.)  
Enter Status (in progress, in next two years, etc.) here
Enter Status (in progress, in next two years, etc.) here
Potential resources (ABLE, IRWE, PASS)
Enter Potential resources (ABLE, IRWE, PASS) here
Enter Potential resources (ABLE, IRWE, PASS) here
2. Does the person and/or his or her supporters understand resources such as 
ABLE accounts?
2. Does the person and/or his or her supporters understand resources such as ABLE accounts?
2. Does the person and/or his or her supporters understand resources such as ABLE accounts?
3. Is the person and/or the people important to the person concerned about loss of benefits?
3. Is the person and/or the people important to the person concerned about loss of benefits?
3. Is the person and/or the people important to the person concerned about loss of benefits?
What was learned in phase I
This information must be used to develop the agenda and is essential to the development of the six community-employment related experiences.
A brief overview of the personThis is a summary of what you learned during the time invested in the “Getting to know you” phase of discovery.Write a brief narrative that, at minimum, describes the person's:
A brief overview of the personThis is a summary of what you learned during the time invested in the “Getting to know you” phase of discovery.Write a brief narrative that, at minimum, describes the person's:
What was learned in phase I
How that information will shape the agenda
Phase II: Official employment-related information
Phase II: Official employment-related information
Phase II: Official employment-related information
Components of phase II:
> Vital information
> Employment, volunteering and work experience history and references (if not done on this form, both of these must be attached)
> Education
Phase II evaluation standards:
> Vital information is accurate and up to date. 
Components of phase II:• Vital information• Employment history and references (if not done on this form, both of these must be attached with, at minimum, the same information requested here) Phase II evaluation standards:• Vital information is accurate and up to date.• Employment history can be used to complete employment applications satisfactorily.
Components of phase II:• Vital information• Employment history and references (if not done on this form, both of these must be attached with, at minimum, the same information requested here) Phase II evaluation standards:• Vital information is accurate and up to date.• Employment history can be used to complete employment applications satisfactorily.
Vital information
Provide information below that is vital for the job developer or job coach to consider.Otherwise, put N/A. 
Vital informationProvide information below that is vital for the job developer or job coach to consider.Otherwise, put N/A. 
Vital informationProvide information below that is vital for the job developer or job coach to consider.Otherwise, put N/A. 
Employment, volunteer and work experience history
Because this section only needs completion when the person has a work history, it should almost always be done. Typically, most people will have some kind of work history such as volunteering, work experiences or doing chores around the home. An employment history helps everyone appreciate the person’s experiences. It also is valuable for an employer to understand how the person has applied her or his talents. 
Employment historyBecause this section only needs completion when the person has a work history, it should almost always be done. Typically, most people will have some kind of work history such as volunteering or doing chores around the home. An employment history helps everyone appreciate the person’s experiences. It also is valuable for an employer to understand how the person has applied her or his talents. 
Employment historyBecause this section only needs completion when the person has a work history, it should almost always be done. Typically, most people will have some kind of work history such as volunteering or doing chores around the home. An employment history helps everyone appreciate the person’s experiences. It also is valuable for an employer to understand how the person has applied her or his talents. 
May we contact your previous supervisor for a reference?
Education
Education
Education
1. Document the person’s education history, including things such as classes in computers or cooking. Begin with the most recent education first: 
1. Document the person’s education history, including things such as classes in computers or cooking. Begin with the most recent education first: 
1. Document the person’s education history, including things such as classes in computers or cooking. Begin with the most recent education first: 
School
School
School
Dates of attendance
Dates of attendance
Dates of attendance
Type of degree or certificate
(if applicable) 
Type of degree or certificate(if applicable) 
Type of degree or certificate(if applicable) 
3. Select the choice that best describes the person’s skill level in reading and math:
3. Select the choice that best describes the person’s skill level in reading and math:
3. Select the choice that best describes the person’s skill level in reading and math:
Reading
No skill in reading known at this time
3. Select the choice that best describes the person’s skill level: Reading: No skill in reading
3. Select the choice that best describes the person’s skill level: No skill in reading
Sight words
and/or symbols
Sight words and/or symbols
Sight words and or symbols
Can read
short passages
Can read short passages
Can read short passages
Strong reading skills
Strong reading skills
Strong reading skills
Math
No skill in math known at this time
No skill in math
Math: No skill in math
Simple counting
Simple counting
Simple counting
Simple addition
and/or subtraction
Simple addition and/or subtraction
Simple addition and or subtraction
Addition, subtraction and division
Addition, subtraction and division
Addition, subtraction and division
4. Does the person have education-related goals? 
4. Does the person have education-related goals? 
4. Does the person have education-related goals? 
Goal
Status 
(in progress, in next two years, etc.)
Desired outcome 
(specific type of job, etc.)
5. Have you checked to see if the local American Job Center (career center) categorizes any of these education goals as essential for a high demand occupation? If so, assistance with training and education costs may exist.
5. Have you checked to see if the local American Job Center (career center) categorizes any of these education goals as essential for a high demand occupation? If so, assistance with training and education costs may exist.
5. Have you checked to see if the local American Job Center (career center) categorizes any of these education goals as essential for a high demand occupation? If so, assistance with training and education costs may exist.
References
A reference is usually someone who has a strong contribution to make to the profile because the person recognizes the employment seeker’s strengths, talents and abilities. If the “Employment history” section notes all the person’s references, simply note that in the grid. 
ReferencesA reference is usually someone who has a strong contribution to make to the profile because the person recognizes the employment seeker’s strengths, talents and abilities. If the “Employment history” section notes all the person’s references, simply note that in the grid. 
ReferencesA reference is usually someone who has a strong contribution to make to the profile because the person recognizes the employment seeker’s strengths, talents and abilities. If the “Employment history” section notes all the person’s references, simply note that in the grid. 
Person/years known
Person/years known
Person/years known
Relationship to person
Relationship to person
Relationship to person
Email address and phone number
Email address and phone number
Email address and phone number
Phase III: Community employment-related experiences
Phase III: Community employment-related experiences
Phase III: Community employment-related experiences
Phase III components:
> Community employment-related experiences: All of these experiences must occur in the community. None may occur in a provider-controlled setting or in small group employment. All must be the result of a scheduled appointment and not the result of dropping in. The directions in this profile provide more information that introduces each respective section. Additional guidance is in the following worker guides: “Experiential Components of Discovery” and “Discovery Guidelines for Service Coordinators and Personal Agents.” 
> Community exploration/observation activities: One familiar activity and one unfamiliar activity are required. While participation in a familiar activity may occur at the person’s home, it must be driven by the person’s interests. At least two are required. 
> Direct employment experiences: Occur at a local employer. The person must perform work-related tasks for the majority of his or her experience. At least three are required.
> Informational interviews and job shadowing: Time spent at a local employer where the person learns about the type of work done at the organization and the skills needed by the employer. This does not occur at the same places as other experiences. Job shadows entail the person shadowing an employee to better understand the type of work performed. There is no minimum requirement.
 
The remaining community employment-related experiences can be any one of the three previous types. 
 
Phase III evaluation standards:
> Experiences are unique to the person, based on what you learned in phases I and II.
> The person is not rotating through a set of experiences offered to all or most of the people the entity supports in discovery.
> The person is not having experiences in a provider-controlled setting.
> The person is having experiences in the community and not in his/her home.
> Experiences are organized and scheduled and not a result of dropping in somewhere.
> The person has at least six community employment-related experiences. 
Phase III components:• Community employment-related experiences: All of these experiences must occur in the community. None may occur in a provider-controlled setting or in small group employment. All must be the result of a scheduled appointment and not the result of dropping in. The directions in this profile provide more information that introduces each respective section. Additional guidance is in the following worker guides: “Experiential Components of Discovery” and “Discovery Guidelines for Service Coordinators and Personal Agents.” • Community exploration/observation activities: While participation in a familiar activity may occur at the person’s home, it must be driven by the person’s interests. At least two are required. • Direct employment experiences: Occur at a local employer. The person must perform work-related tasks for the majority of his or her experience. At least three are required.• Informational interviews/job shadowing: Time spent at a local employer where the person learns about the type of work done at the organization and the skills needed by the employer. Job shadows entail the person shadowing an employee to better understand the type of work performed. There is no minimum requirement. The remaining community employment-related experiences can be any one of the three previous types.  • Skills, gifts and strengths: Summarizing key aspects of what was learned from the community employment related experiences. Phase III evaluation standards:• Experiences are unique to the person, based on what you learned in phases I and II.• The person is not rotating through a set of experiences offered to all or most of the people the entity supports in discovery.• The person is not having experiences in a provider-controlled setting.• The person is having experiences in the community and not in his/her home.• Experiences are organized and scheduled and not a result of dropping in somewhere.• The person has at least six community employment-related experiences. 
Phase III components:• Community employment-related experiences: All of these experiences must occur in the community. None may occur in a provider-controlled setting or in small group employment. All must be the result of a scheduled appointment and not the result of dropping in. The directions in this profile provide more information that introduces each respective section. Additional guidance is in the following worker guides: “Experiential Components of Discovery” and “Discovery Guidelines for Service Coordinators and Personal Agents.” • Community exploration/observation activities: While participation in a familiar activity may occur at the person’s home, it must be driven by the person’s interests. At least two are required. • Direct employment experiences: Occur at a local employer. The person must perform work-related tasks for the majority of his or her experience. At least three are required.• Informational interviews/job shadowing: Time spent at a local employer where the person learns about the type of work done at the organization and the skills needed by the employer. Job shadows entail the person shadowing an employee to better understand the type of work performed. There is no minimum requirement. The remaining community employment-related experiences can be any one of the three previous types.  • Skills, gifts and strengths: Summarizing key aspects of what was learned from the community employment related experiences. Phase III evaluation standards:• Experiences are unique to the person, based on what you learned in phases I and II.• The person is not rotating through a set of experiences offered to all or most of the people the entity supports in discovery.• The person is not having experiences in a provider-controlled setting.• The person is having experiences in the community and not in his/her home.• Experiences are organized and scheduled and not a result of dropping in somewhere.• The person has at least six community employment-related experiences. 
Community exploration and observation activities (minimum two required)
Identify and schedule activities, beginning with those the person is familiar with and moving to related but unfamiliar activities and places. Activities must be connected to the person’s known interests or emerging interests. Activities must not be focused on things known to frustrate the person. Develop unfamiliar places based on the emerging vocational patterns. Observations are for the purpose of accumulating work-related information.
Community exploration and observation activities (minimum two required)You identify and schedule activities, beginning with those the person is familiar with and moving to related but unfamiliar activities and places. Activities must be connected to the person’s known interests or emerging interests. Activities must not be focused on things known to frustrate the person. As the employment professional, you support the person to complete these activities, observing the skills used, supports needed, adaptations used and learning needs. Develop unfamiliar places based on the emerging vocational patterns. Observations are for the purpose of accumulating work-related information.
Community exploration and observation activities (minimum two required)You identify and schedule activities, beginning with those the person is familiar with and moving to related but unfamiliar activities and places. Activities must be connected to the person’s known interests or emerging interests. Activities must not be focused on things known to frustrate the person. As the employment professional, you support the person to complete these activities, observing the skills used, supports needed, adaptations used and learning needs. Develop unfamiliar places based on the emerging vocational patterns. Observations are for the purpose of accumulating work-related information.
1. Participation in a familiar activity 
1. Participation in a familiar activity 
1. Participation in a familiar activity 
2. Participation in an activity the person has not tried before
2. Participation in an activity the person has not tried before
2. Participation in an activity the person has not tried before
Optional experience:
Optional experience:
Optional experience:
Direct employment experiences (minimum three required)
Direct employment experiences (minimum three required)
Direct employment experiences (minimum three required)
Direct employment experiences mean the person has performed or attempted to perform jobs related to his or her interests and other preferences at a community employer. None should occur in a provider-controlled setting. These experiences must correspond to the “Discovery Plan.”
Document observations from employment experiences the person has done as part of discovery. Direct employment experiences mean the person has performed or attempted to perform jobs related to his or her interests and other preferences at a community employer. None occurs in a provider-controlled setting. Direct employment experiences include temporary jobs, paid/unpaid work experiences and volunteer opportunities. For each experience, document the tasks the person did and note your observations including if the person appeared to enjoy it, perspectives from the employer and/or co-workers, etc. These experiences must correspond to the “Discovery Plan.” While a minimum of three direct employment experiences are required, sections for five experiences are provided; however; feel free to add additional sections. 
Document observations from employment experiences the person has done as part of discovery. Direct employment experiences mean the person has performed or attempted to perform jobs related to his or her interests and other preferences at a community employer. None occurs in a provider-controlled setting. Direct employment experiences include temporary jobs, paid/unpaid work experiences and volunteer opportunities. For each experience, document the tasks the person did and note your observations including if the person appeared to enjoy it, perspectives from the employer and/or co-workers, etc. These experiences must correspond to the “Discovery Plan.” While a minimum of three direct employment experiences are required, sections for five experiences are provided; however; feel free to add additional sections. 
Describe the person's feedback about this experience by answering the following questions: 
What was the person's feedback about this experience?
What was the person's feedback about this experience?
Did the person complete any tasks?
Did the person complete any tasks?
Did the person complete any tasks?
If the person did, what did she or he do?
If the person did, what did she or he do?
If the person did, what did she or he do?
Describe your observations about how the person performed tasks (including but not limited to, how the person felt about the tasks). Make sure that observations and communication with the person substantiate these descriptions.
Describe your observations about how the person performed tasks (including but not limited to, how the person felt about the tasks). Make sure that observations and communication with the person substantiate these descriptions.
Describe your observations about how the person performed tasks (including but not limited to, how the person felt about the tasks). Make sure that observations and communication with the person substantiate these descriptions.
Informational interviews or job shadowing (no minimum requirement)
Informational interviews or job shadowing (no minimum requirement)
Informational interviews or job shadowing (no minimum requirement)
List observations from informational interviews, including what worked or did not work and what the person learned. 
List observations from informational interviews, including what worked/what did not work and what the person learned. 
List observations from informational interviews, including what worked/what did not work and what the person learned. 
Describe the person's feedback about this experience by answering the following questions:
Did the person complete any tasks?
If the person did, what did she or he do?
Describe your observations about how the person performed tasks (including but not limited to, how the person felt about the tasks). Make sure that observations and communication with the person substantiate these descriptions.
Describe your observations about how the person performed tasks (including but not limited to, how the person felt about the tasks). Make sure that observations and communication with the person substantiate these descriptions.
Describe your observations about how the person performed tasks (including but not limited to, how the person felt about the tasks). Make sure that observations and communication with the person substantiate these descriptions.
Phase IV: Career themes
Phase IV: Career themes
Phase IV: Career themes
Components of phase IV:
> Career themes
> Skills and talents
> Task list
> Prospecting list
Phase IV evaluation standards:
> Career themes, skills and talents, task list and prospecting list emerge from community employment-related experiences
> Themes and tasks are available in the person's community.
> Prospecting list is drawn from places the person's community.
Components of phase IV:• Career themes• Task list• Prospecting listPhase IV evaluation standards:• Career themes, task list and prospecting list emerge from community employment-related experiences• Themes and tasks are available in the person's community.• Prospecting list is drawn from places the person's community.
Components of phase IV:• Career themes• Task list• Prospecting listPhase IV evaluation standards:• Career themes, task list and prospecting list emerge from community employment-related experiences• Themes and tasks are available in the person's community.• Prospecting list is drawn from places the person's community.
The information in Phase IV must be based on the discovery experiences and interviews.
You must identify a minimum of two career themes based on your time with the person. Three or four themes are optimal. 
You must identify a minimum of two career themes based on your time with the person. Three or four themes are optimal. 
1. List any soft skills, gifts and strengths the person will contribute to a work environment 
1. List any skills, gifts and strengths the person will contribute to a work environment 
1. List any skills, gifts and strengths the person will contribute to a work environment 
This includes things such as:
> A wonderful sense of humor (makes jokes, puns, sees the humor in situations) 
         > Positive attitude, attention to detail
         > The ability to read people, understand motives/intentions/assess trustworthiness
         > Is self-aware, makes good decisions
         > Good reader, listener, speaker, writer, etc.
This includes things such as:• A wonderful sense of humor (makes jokes, puns, sees the humor in situations)• Positive attitude, attention to detail• The ability to read people, understand motives/intentions/assess trustworthiness• Is self-aware, makes good decisions• Good reader, listener, speaker, writer, etc.
This includes things such as:• A wonderful sense of humor (makes jokes, puns, sees the humor in situations)• Positive attitude, attention to detail• The ability to read people, understand motives/intentions/assess trustworthiness• Is self-aware, makes good decisions• Good reader, listener, speaker, writer, etc.
Career Themes
Based on what you learned through discovery, identify a minimum of two career themes. Three or four themes is optimal. The themes must come from the discovery process. If a person did not enjoy an experience, do not base a theme on that experience.
Themes should be person-centered, not career-centered. The person should naturally gravitate to them. After identifying the themes, the employment professional is able to identify types of jobs that fit the person's interests. Additionally, career themes provide direction when seeking opportunities to carve a job. Career themes also provide a starting point for identifying potential employers.
Themes should be person-centered, not career-centered. The person should naturally gravitate to them. After identifying the themes, the employment professional is able to identify types of jobs that fit the person's interests. Additionally, career themes provide direction when seeking opportunities to carve a job. Career themes also provide a starting point for identifying potential employers.
Themes should be person-centered, not career-centered. The person should naturally gravitate to them. After identifying the themes, the employment professional is able to identify types of jobs that fit the person's interests. Additionally, career themes provide direction when seeking opportunities to carve a job. Career themes also provide a starting point for identifying potential employers.
Task listDevelop eight to ten tasks that the person can do for each career theme. Tasks must be supported by the person’s preferences and skills or the desire to acquire that skill. Do not list tasks that frustrated the person or that they did not enjoy.
Prospecting listIdentify as many local employers as possible for each career theme. Name specific area businesses. Be sure all the businesses meet the person’s strengths, skills, conditions and other preferences, including travel. Remember to note when the person has family or friends who have a connection to a specific business. 
Task listDevelop eight to ten tasks that you assume the person can do for each of the identifiedcareer themes.Prospecting listIdentify as many local employers as possible for each career theme. Name specific area businesses. Be sure all the businesses meet the person’s strengths, skills, conditions and other preferences, including travel. Remember to note when the person has family or friends who have a connection to a specific business. 
Task listDevelop eight to ten tasks that you assume the person can do for each of the identifiedcareer themes.Prospecting listIdentify as many local employers as possible for each career theme. Name specific area businesses. Be sure all the businesses meet the person’s strengths, skills, conditions and other preferences, including travel. Remember to note when the person has family or friends who have a connection to a specific business. 
Skill/talent
Task list
Task list
Task where you observed the skill
Did the person enjoy the task?
Level of support
 Prospecting list    
Prospecting list
Prospecting list
1.
14.
2.
15.
3.
16.
4.
17.
5.
18.
6.
19.
7.
20.
8.
21.
9.
22.
10.
23.
11.
24.
12.
25.
13.
26.
Why was career theme developed:
Skill/talent
Task list
Task list
Task where you observed the skill
Did the person enjoy the task?
Level of support
 Prospecting list    
Prospecting list
Prospecting list
1.
14.
2.
15.
3.
16.
4.
17.
5.
18.
6.
19.
7.
20.
8.
21.
9.
22.
10.
23.
11.
24.
12.
25.
13.
26.
Why was career theme developed:
Skill/talent
Task list
Task list
Task where you observed the skill
Did the person enjoy the task?
Level of support
 Prospecting list    
Prospecting list
Prospecting list
1.
14.
2.
15.
3.
16.
4.
17.
5.
18.
6.
19.
7.
20.
8.
21.
9.
22.
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11.
24.
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13.
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Why was career theme developed:
Skill/talent
Task list
Task list
Task where you observed the skill
Did the person enjoy the task?
Level of support
 Prospecting list    
Prospecting list
Prospecting list
1.
14.
2.
15.
3.
16.
4.
17.
5.
18.
6.
19.
7.
20.
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21.
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22.
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Why was career theme developed:
Skill/talent
Task list
Task list
Task where you observed the skill
Did the person enjoy the task?
Level of support
 Prospecting list    
Prospecting list
Prospecting list
1.
14.
2.
15.
3.
16.
4.
17.
5.
18.
6.
19.
7.
20.
8.
21.
9.
22.
10.
23.
11.
24.
12.
25.
13.
26.
Agency and staff member completing and updating profile
Agency and staff member completing and updating profile
Agency and staff member completing and updating profile
Date
Date
Date
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Additional people contributing to profile:
Additional people contributing to profile:
Additional people contributing to profile:
Person contributing information to profile and relationship to individual
Person contributing information to profile and relationship to individual
Person contributing information to profile and relationship to individual
Contact information
Contact information
Contact information
Date(s) of contribution
Date(s) of contribution
Date(s) of contribution
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
 
Progress notes for the discovery service are a part of the Discovery Profile. They must be made available upon request.
 
We would like to extend our thanks to United Cerebral Palsy for permitting us to incorporate significant portions of its profile into this document. We would also like to acknowledge permission to incorporate elements of the Discovery Fidelity Tool into the profile. The Discovery Fidelity Tool is sponsored by United States Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities and the Florida Developmental Disabilities Council, Inc. Developed by Hall S, Keeton B, Cassidy P, Lovannone R, and Griffin C. (2016). Discovery fidelity scale. Atlanta, GA: Center for Social Capital. The Discovery Fidelity Scale is the sole property of the Florida Developmental Disabilities Council, Inc. and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. All rights reserved. 
 Progress notes for the discovery service are a part of the Discovery Profile. They must be made available upon request. We would like to extend our thanks to United Cerebral Palsy for permitting us to incorporate significant portions of its profile into this document. We would also like to acknowledge permission to incorporate elements of the Discovery Fidelity Tool into the profile. The Discovery Fidelity Tool is sponsored by United States Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities and the Florida Developmental Disabilities Council, Inc. Developed by Hall S, Keeton B, Cassidy P, Lovannone R, and Griffin C. (2016). Discovery fidelity scale. Atlanta, GA: Center for Social Capital. The Discovery Fidelity Scale is the sole property of the Florida Developmental Disabilities Council, Inc. and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. All rights reserved. 
 Progress notes for the discovery service are a part of the Discovery Profile. They must be made available upon request. We would like to extend our thanks to United Cerebral Palsy for permitting us to incorporate significant portions of its profile into this document. We would also like to acknowledge permission to incorporate elements of the Discovery Fidelity Tool into the profile. The Discovery Fidelity Tool is sponsored by United States Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities and the Florida Developmental Disabilities Council, Inc. Developed by Hall S, Keeton B, Cassidy P, Lovannone R, and Griffin C. (2016). Discovery fidelity scale. Atlanta, GA: Center for Social Capital. The Discovery Fidelity Scale is the sole property of the Florida Developmental Disabilities Council, Inc. and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. All rights reserved. 
Executive Summary of Discovery
Executive Summary of Discovery
Executive Summary of Discovery
Instructions:
1. Summarize what you learned from the home visit and interviews with supporters by answering the following:
1. Describe what you learned from the home visit including becoming familiar with the person's neighborhood and visits with the person and his or her supporters.
1. Describe what you learned from the home visit including becoming familiar with the person's neighborhood and visits with the person and his or her supporters.
2. Complete each section
2. Describe the person's community employment-related experiences in discovery.
2. Describe the person's community employment-related experiences in discovery.
Familiar experience
Unfamiliar activity
Direct employment experience 1
Direct employment experience 2
Direct employment experience 3
Sixth experience
Additional experience
Additional experience
Additional experience
3. Critical considerations (Basic life and support needs that are factors in creating a positive job match.)
3. Critical considerations (Basic life and support needs that are factors in creating a positive job match.)
3. Critical considerations (Basic life and support needs that are factors in creating a positive job match.)
Include things that are out of the person’s control that will directly affect what type of job is the best fit so the person can be as successful as possible. (For example, will the person need help with insulin shots while on the job? Does the person have restrictions due to parole/probation conditions?)
4. Career themes
4. Conclusions
4. Conclusions
Skill/talent
Task list
Task list
Task where you observed the skill
Did the person enjoy the task?
Level of support
 Prospecting list    
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Level of support
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Task list
Task where you observed the skill
Did the person enjoy the task?
Level of support
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